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1) US 178 Arty reponed UXO (2x Morur rd) at grid QU 61427 37848. This closed the Safwan border crossing, until a 
US c/s could deal with the incident. Circle confirmed open at 1202 using a detour. ATO tasked to remove threat. 

2) An explosion was heard by a 7 LSR convoy 50m east of route 6. Initial ing reports suggest that this was a landmine/ 
uxo triggered by cattle. A to investigated but could not determine the cause. QV 192875 
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03 Maysan Atmospherics 
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attend future meetings with MNF or IPNCPA TT. The LPA then called Brig 
with a request that he come to the SAAH to clarify his current position and agreed to meet 
at IS 1130COEC. Sri appeared upset and frustrated over the current support 
from MNF stated that a communique had been received confirming him as 
BASRA CoP. indicated that he had met with the CO I DWR on 12 Dec 04 and 
requested assistance to remove Brig .. from positton, and claimed that CO I DWR had 
agreed. but had to forward the reque~ough the chain of command. Due to lack of 
progress then stated that he would visit the US consulate later, 151800CDEC04, 
as advised by the MOl. The outcome of the meeting would then be made known to the 
IPNCPA n ·. stated that the Governor had countermanded orders from the 
MOl regardir'lg funding, and that he stated that he intended not to pay police 
salaries until lPS officers 

During an m formal meeting Wlth members of the JOCC in CAN, it was reported that the 
locals are at breaking point due to the unavailability of vital commodities and resources, 
and that it was only a matter of time before they display anger towards the MNF. The main 
issues raised were that the electricity supply is I hour in 5 hours at best, the reduction of 
rations and the lack of availability in the shops, no sugar or detergents, and deterioration in 
the water 
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that he has been given permission to use Force to remove 
~n. and he is quoted as saying, "I am preparing ~to take power". 
- explained that he would use military force to remov~he sta ted that he 
had spoken w1th numerous political and religious lc:~dcrs, as well as members of the !PS 
and has their support. This vein of reporting su ests that there may be concerns for a 
potential split I the IPS, by those who folio and those which follow 
This is likely to make the security situation ecomc mcreasingly unstable around the 
elections. 

There are reports that there is action threatened against the MNF if the situation does not 
improve. Reported threats of direct action arc more frequent, the latest being m Maysan 
province 
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A quiet day across the Ab, with a smgle possible lED near the junction of Route 6 and the road into Camp CONDOR, and a single probable lED in BASRAH City. The question of who is actually the CoP in 
l:!A:>KAH City remains unresolved, and there are further report.s of divisions within the fPS. There are further reports of the detrimental affect that the continued difficulties with the electricity supply and water continue to have on the attitude 
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